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2. Dataset Creation

• Perspective API Attributes: toxicity, severe_toxicity, identity_attack, insult, 

profanity and threat.

• Toxicity (T) values range from 0 to 100: T >= 75: highly toxic, 50 <=T < 75: 

Toxic, 25 <= T < 50: lowly toxic, 0 <= T < 25: very lowly toxic

• Example of annotated data

4. Evaluation
• Fluency

• Perplexity and semantic similarity compared to the original sentences 

(calculated with sentence-BERT)

• Toxicity 

• Expected Maximum Toxicity (EMT): maximum toxicity over k = 25 model 

generations

• Toxicity Probability (TP): empirical probability of generating a span with 

Toxicity > 0.5 at least once over k = 25

• Toxicity Fraction (TF): fraction of generated instances that are classified as 

toxic 

• Average Toxicity (AT): average toxicity of the generated continuations.

3. Generating Prompt Continuations with LLMs
• Selected Models :  XGLM, BLOOM, LLaMa and LLaMa2 and two instructed 

models: BLOOMZ and  LLaMa2-chat – test various model sizes of these models

• Prompts continuation generation 

• Nucleus sampling (p~=~0.92 ) is used to generate up to 50 tokens

• Output segmented with Spacy to select the first sentence

• 25 continuations are generated for each input prompts and each model

• Perspective API used to associate toxicity scores to each continuation, for 

all models. 

5. Discussion

• Model size impact on toxicity: all toxicity metrics grow with the model size

• Toxicity of the prompt: 

• all toxicity metrics are lower for non-toxic prompts compared to toxic prompts

• For non-toxic prompts, TF is very low for all the models 

• + high EMT values: models rarely generate toxic continuation, but when it 

happens, such continuations can be very toxic (esp. for BLOOM models). 

• Effect of instruction tuning on toxicity:

• For non-toxic prompts,  instructed models lead to decreased toxicity metrics 

compared to non-instructed models

• For toxic prompts,  BLOOMZ  leads to lower toxicity, but it is less systematic 

than for LLaMa2-chat compared to non-instructed LLaMa2.

• Toxicity by different model family:  

•For  toxic prompts, XGLM and LLaMa models seem to have overall the 

highest toxicity

•LLaMa2 and BLOOM models have generally the lowest toxicity values
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1. Motivation

• Large language models (LLMs): increasingly popular but also prone to

generating bias, toxic or harmful language

• Efforts put to assess and mitigate toxicity in generated content primarily

concentrated on English

• For addressing this issue:

• We crafted FrenchToxicityPrompts, a dataset of 50K naturally occurring

French prompts and their continuations, annotated with toxicity scores from

Perspective API.

• We evaluate 14 different models from four prevalent open-sourced families of

LLMs against the dataset to assess their potential toxicity across various

dimensions.

• Overall goal: foster future research on toxicity beyond English.

https://download.europe.naverlabs.com/FrenchToxicityPrompts/


